At RM we believe
that technology
should never
get in the way
of teaching and
learning.

With more than 45 years of experience, working exclusively
in the Education sector to deliver software, networks and
hardware, RM understands better than most how to help
staff in schools and students themselves get the most from
technology.
We are a trusted partner for more than 8,000 schools across
the UK, providing engineers both onsite and remotely to
ensure those schools are able to get on with doing what
they do best – teach.
With technology evolving at the pace it does, we invest
every year in research and innovation to ensure teachers
see technology as an enabler – and never a hindrance.

We are RM.

What do teachers really think
about edtech?
“It’s such a headache to have laptops that take way too long to log on.
It can really just eat up so many hours and get in the way of teaching”
Our latest insight found that 38% of teachers believe technology is not playing its part in
improving efficiency and effectiveness in their school
46% believe that technology is not delivering the expected benefits, and that is limiting how it’s
used to improve efficiency and effectiveness

“the problem we have is that the
internet access here is quite poor”
Only 27% of teachers were confident in
using the existing technology provided by
their school

“…the easier it is to use the more
accessible it is. I think as soon as
something becomes difficult, I think
teachers and children become very
frustrated very quickly”

42% don’t believe their confidence in using the technology provided by their school will improve
over the next few years

“…it’s sad that they’re having to teach themselves how to use this essential
technology.”

Teachers see technology as beneficial when
it can save them time:
•

in preparing and marking (cited by 68%
of teachers)

•

in simplifying the school day (by 39%
of teachers)

“I really like it when tech can do
something just as effectively as I
can, and save me having to do it.”

“I personally feel we will come to an age before too long, where we look
back and say isn’t it mad that [we] mark everything by hand.”

Can attitudes to edtech
really change?
Despite concerns, our research confirms
that teachers do believe that technology
has a vital role to play in delivering great
teaching and learning. It can bring a lesson
to life, turn a bored student into an enthused
learner, and make a positive contribution to
reducing teacher workloads. But how do we
address the understandable cynicism in the
educational community when they’ve seen
technology products come and go without
seeing the transformational change they
expected?

“So the computer in here,
sometimes when you plug
things into the USB port,
it doesn’t work doesn’t
register, which obviously if
you’re dependent on that
for your lesson, can then
throw a massive spanner in
the works.”
Louisa, Secondary School Teacher

One of the major stumbling blocks comes
when technology doesn’t work and you lose
your students’ attention – and once lost
they’re seldom regained. Edtech has to be
reliable. It has to work first time every time.
Whether it’s a computer starting up quickly,
the internet connection working or knowing
the app or digital learning platform you’re
using is safe and secure for your students, the
right technology foundations need to be in
place to give you confidence.

Having a clear strategy for how you want to use
technology to achieve teaching and learning
objectives is key. Too often technology is
accused of being implemented for its own
sake, with no clear understanding of the
specific objectives it is expected to deliver.
But that strategy shouldn’t consider
technology in isolation. It needs to consider
change management, and how students,
teachers and other staff will progress on their
own personal journey to change behaviour
and attitudes to ensure the technology is used
to best effect.

“I can’t really be bothered
with it. I find if it takes too
long if I don’t understand it
straight away”
Louisa, Secondary School Teacher

What can RM do about it?
RM believes that everyone deserves access
to the best education. We bring together
people who share that vision to create the
best education technology to deliver better
learning outcomes to more students.

“Our RM engineers have
been amazing, they’ve
been really supportive of
our journey. They’ve made
sure security, software,
everything behind the
scenes gets set up and
just works. Because they
work so closely with us
they understand how our
staff work, and how the
technology works – it’s a
real partnership.”
Maria Price, Head of Creative Technologies
Faculty , Co-op Academy Stoke-on-Trent

Making any change to the technology in
your school can be daunting. Working
with a company who has a track record
of understanding the demands of staff,
teachers, pupils, and parents is essential to
make sure the capabilities for collaboration
and communication can be maximised. RM
helps you design a change management
strategy supported by training, monitoring
and feedback programmes to drive the
success of technology implementation.

“We’re already seeing
remarkable improvements
to teaching and learning
in class, and to teacher
well-being outside of class.
This is the result of years
of planning and strategic
thinking and could only
be achieved through the
dramatically improved
internet connectivity
service we’ve achieved
through RM.”
Zaheer Mirza, Strategic IT and Services Director,
Co-op Academy Walkden

While the ultimate shift to the cloud may be
the end goal for some, many schools perceive
such a transition to be challenging and
daunting – especially when set against the
other priorities that schools are facing. There
are a number of schools that will live in some
form of transition state, or hybrid environment,
for potentially a number of years. It is your IT
partner’s role to work with you, to understand
your needs and constraints, and develop a
‘Pathway’ plan. This is central to all of the
successful programme deliveries that RM has
been responsible for.

This technology is the enabler for schools
to access the digital learning resources and
management tools which can transform the
experience of both students and teachers
inside and outside the classroom. But these
digital resources and tools must be user
friendly, intuitive and easy to use to minimise
the training and support requirement and
maximise their utilisation. RM prides itself on
designing access, Management Information
Systems (MIS) and finance management
solutions that meet this need.

“RM Integris (MIS) offered
us the best option for
data sharing, and being
so easy to use meant that
we weren’t looking at a
big training overhead to
get all of our staff up and
running.”
Ed Brodhust, Assistant Headteacher,
Carterton Community College

“Pupils love using both
options, touchscreen and
keyboard. When coding
they are dragging blocks
with their fingers, but they
also find it nice to use the
keyboard so they get the
best of both worlds.”
Julie Rawlins, ICT Technician, Northfield
Primary School

“[with RM Finance] you
can work out yourself
how to do most tasks.”
Emily Lines, School Business Manager,
Robert Clack School of Science

How can RM help you?
Services

Connectivity

As the use of technology in schools evolves
and accelerates it is becoming increasingly
important for IT to be managed and
supported appropriately. It’s not just about
having the on-site engineer to fix problems
when they arise, it’s about proactive
management and remote diagnostics so
problems get fixed before you even know
there is an issue.

With technology becoming more integrated
into lessons, internet connectivity is becoming
more and more critical in the smooth running
of a school. Get it wrong and technology
becomes a disrupter and actively detracts from
the lesson, get it right and it can help teachers
bring the classroom to life with a host of
innovative content and ways of learning.

RM Education’s support services are designed
to complement whatever set-up a school has
in place already to ensure technology just
works and can have a positive impact across
the school community.

Hardware, Infrastructure and
Software
The classroom is a demanding and often
challenging environment. RM offers
impartial expert advice on current and new
technologies, ensuring that every device,
server or accessory we recommend is fit for
purpose in a school environment, ensuring
that your investment in technology will last.
Our partners include Microsoft, Hewlett
Packard, HPE Aruba, C Touch, Google and
Apple, amongst others.

This premise underpins RM Connectivity
Services and is why we invest over £1m a
year improving our network. An investment
that sees us boast 99.999% core network
availability, saw us stop over 200 school cyber
attacks last year alone, and win industry
awards for the quality of that cyber security.

Software
We offer a range of innovative software
solutions focused on enabling schools to
provide the best education possible. Whilst our
systems are agnostic and can work alongside
any software you already have, they work
even better together. Our MIS – RM Integris
– combines easily accessible analysis and
reporting with easy inputting of data to provide
a powerful yet simple to use market-leading
MIS solution. RM Compare reduces teacher
workload in the marking and moderation
of formative assessments, using adaptive
comparative judgement. RM Unify makes
it simple to manage and access your online
services. RM Finance is an intuitive online
financial management system administering
school finances and budgeting.

We would like to talk to you about
how our products and services can
help your teachers see technology
as a positive enabler – a way to
reduce their workloads and free
them up to do what they enjoy
most – teach. Connect with us:

/education
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